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Dear Collector

New Year events at the Royal Australian Mint.

Happy New Year and welcome to our March
Mint Issue. The third month of the year and
already so much to report – we have been
keeping rather busy.
We kicked off the year with our two New
Year’s events. The first day of the first
month of 2011 or 1/1/11 was certainly a
lucky day for young collector Joey Camilleri
as he made the first coin on the Mint’s
visitor press for 2011. He committed to
lining up early and was rewarded for
his eagerness as I presented him with a
certificate in a specially framed set.
I must also acknowledge all of those people
who came out for the morning’s events. I had
heard about how dedicated and excited
collectors were about this day and I was
pleased I was able to experience it first hand.
Of course on New Year’s Eve we ran the
equally exciting 'last coin' raffle, where a
thrilled Ms Rada Murthi from Sydney won
the raffle to make the very last coin for
2010. She too was presented with a framed
certificate and coin set.
As usual our year started with one of the
most prominent coin shows around, the
World Money Fair in Berlin. A small team
and I headed to Berlin in late January where
we were able to meet with our international
dealers to discuss recent coin issues. We
received some really good feedback and look
forward to implementing some associated
new initiatives throughout the year.
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On the topic of coin issues, I am pleased to
reintroduce our series of pad printed coins.
Having already showcased the Ocean and
Land Series, we take to the air and feature
some of our most beautiful creatures.
The first two coins in this series are the
colourful Crimson Rosella and the striking
Kookaburra. Pad printed coins have proven
to be popular amongst young collectors and
great souvenirs for international visitors.
War historians feature as the theme in
the next Australia Remembers Series
recognising those that have shaped our
perceptions of conflicts during times of war
through reporting and photography. One of
the notable historians was C.E.W Bean who
founded the Australian War Memorial.
To our valued customers affected by the
recent flooding and cyclone, our thoughts
are with you. Please let us know if we can
assist you with insurance claims if your
collection has been affected in any way.
I hope you enjoy our first Mint Issue for
2011 and I look forward to presenting more
exciting coins to you throughout the year.
Happy collecting,

Ross MacDiarmid
Chief Executive Officer
Royal Australian Mint
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australia remembers

War Historians

2011 20c Uncirculated Coin
This is the third coin in what has become an admired and
cherished coin series.
In 2011 we recognise Australian war correspondents that, over the
years, shaped our perception of conflict via unbiased and independent
documenting and recording in perilous conditions. Well known
correspondents include Banjo Patterson during the Boer War and
Australia’s most noted war correspondents, C.E.W. Bean, chronicler
of Gallipoli and founder of the Australian War Memorial and Damien
Parer, who captured memorable images from the Kokoda track.
They, and the many since, have exemplified bravery and integrity to
report on each Australian campaign and ensure ‘Australia Remembers’.
The reverse design of this $1 coin is based on an image from
the Australian War Memorial depicting an Australian official
photographer, standing with tripod and camera on a British
Mark V tank, recording the advance of Australian troops through
the Hindenburg line during World War I.
This is another coin that you will need to ensure your collection
remains complete. Make sure you place your order today.
Price (inc GST):

$6.95

310030

Nominal specifications: 20c, Cu/Nickel, 11.30 g, 28.52 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, W. Pietranik
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Zuytdorp
SHIPWRECK

•
2011
Made to
Order
•

This year’s made to order special coin release
continues our association with Australian numismatic societies.
To recognise significant chapters of history through coin design,
the Royal Australian Mint and the Perth Numismatic Society unveil the
2011 $1 Silver Proof Made to Order Coin – Zuytdorp Shipwreck.
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2011 MADE TO ORDER
ZUYTDORP SHIPWRECK
The VOC Zuytdorp left the Netherlands in August 1711, bound for
Batavia, carrying 286 people and a cargo of trading goods and silver
coins, including 3 and 6 stuivers minted that same year.
The ship met its rocky end south of Shark Bay off the west coast of
Australia during the winter of 1712. There were no reported survivors
and sadly many important artefacts have since been looted, including
many of the silver stuiver pieces carried on board.

2011 $1 Silver Proof Made to Order Coin*
The reverse side of this large 40 mm, finely crafted, one troy ounce
silver coin depicts a detailed design of a Dutch 1711 2 stuiver piece
and an underwater snapshot of the watery grave where a reported
‘carpet of silver’ once graced the ocean floor.

Mintage
Remember the final mintage is decided by you – the collector –
and will close on 31 March 2011. Fill in the specially marked order
form and secure what is another amazing piece in the rich history
of Australia’s numismatic history.
Price (inc. GST):

$75.00

210054

Nominal specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 troy oz, 40 mm, proof, by demand, V. Gottwald
Please see terms and conditions regarding the ordering of this coin on page 23
and on the specially marked order form.
*Find out more about the Zuytdorp shipwreck by visiting www.museum.wa.gov.au
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AirÊ Series
2011 $1 Pad Printed Coins
Following on from the very popular Ocean and Land Series
we return to colour pad printed coins in 2011 with the Air Series.
Six captivating images are brought to life through innovative use of
colour pad printing and sculpted background designs. Each coin is
packed into a specially created card that includes fun and interesting
facts about the native Australian animals selected for this series.
The first two releases are the Crimson Rosella and the Kookaburra
with further releases planned for later this year.

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Crimson Rosella
Crimson (red) plumage, bright blue cheeks and broad blue edges
on the wings and tail feathers makes this one of Australia’s most
colourful birds. Found in most parts of Australia, these birds are
normally encountered in small flocks and are such a charming
character of the Australian bush, making it a beautiful subject
for our $1 coin.
Price (inc. GST):

$14.95

310053

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Kookaburra
Kookaburras are members of the Kingfisher family – but rarely
chase or catch fish. Their brown, grey and white colouring give them
the perfect camouflage when perching in a tree waiting to swoop on
insects, mice, small rodents and reptiles.
These birds are often seen in Australian films, usually laughing
in an outback scene, as their bird call is so distinctive and
quintessentially Aussie.
Price (inc.GST):

$14.95

310062

Nominal specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, frosted uncirculated, unlimited, C. Goodall
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remium Coector Kit

2011 special kit for new coin collectors
Coin collecting can be best summed up by the experts with the
following statement: “Collectors are keepers of coins – you enjoy
the coins, then pass them on to the next generation of keepers.”
When we asked these same experts as to exactly what a coin
collector would need to establish themselves in this
time-honoured pastime, this is their advice:
First “Fingermarks can reduce the grade of a coin.
Serious collectors always use clean cotton gloves.”
Second “A magnifying glass is a great help
when it comes to coin grading and revealing
those slight imperfections. Magnification
between 4x – 10x will do the job.”
Third “A trustworthy coin guide is
essential. This will provide information
and historical facts on a particular coin,
its current value, grading and mintage.”
Finally “Collectors need a convenient
system in which to store and catalogue
their collection.”
The Royal Australian Mint’s premium
collector kit ticks all of the boxes, providing
the necessary tools to make any collector
look like an expert. To get you started we also
include three 2010 uncirculated privy mark coins,
three 2010 circulating coins, two vouchers, a list of contact
details of Australian Coin Clubs and a handy carry case.
Now you are ready to locate that next rare coin. Enjoy!
Price (inc.GST):

$95.00

710000
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2011 Mintmark Coins
How it all began... a fine yarn
The original ‘Shilling Ram’ design, as it came to be known, was based on the grand champion
Merino ram Uradry 0.1 from the 1932 Sydney Sheep Show. It first appeared on the 1938 one shilling,
continuing through until 1963, just prior to the introduction of decimal currency.
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RAM’S HEAD DOLLAR
2011 Mintmark Coins
2011 $1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark Coin
In 2011 the ram’s head remains a powerful design and a unique
link between the old and new Australian currency. Collectors will be
impressed by the stunning proof finish and the attention to detail.
The outer packaging can’t be missed, with the use of bright, candy
striped colours, reminiscent of the shearer’s clothing featured in the
famous 1890 Tom Roberts painting ‘Shearing the Rams’.
A great coin for the novice collector and the serious numismatist,
no collection would be complete without the addition of this modern
tribute to the ram’s head design.
Price (inc GST):

$45.00

210015

Nominal specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, proof, 12 500, G.K. Gray

2011 $1 Uncirculated Mintmark &
Privy Mark Four Coin Set
With the positive response from collectors in 2010 to our four coin set,
we have released a Canberra mintmark along with privy mark coins
for Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne. This set provides those collectors
who can’t get to the Mint in Canberra an opportunity to have the
‘C’ mintmark coin. Featuring the ram’s head coin design, this set will
complement any $1 collection and is a great ongoing series to collect.
Collectors will be able to complete the coin 'muster' with the release
of another four coin set later this year which will contain the Hobart,
Adelaide, Darwin and Perth privy marked coins.
Price (inc GST):

$15.00

310022

Nominal specifications: 4 x $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, G.K. Gray
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2011 $10 Gold Proof Coin
If you were born in 1939, 1963, 1975, 1987 or 1999 then you
already know that you are a person of honour with exceptional taste.
With that in mind, this is the perfect coin to add to your collection as
it allows you to enjoy the luxuries that rabbits require.
LOW MINTAGE, NO PURCHASE LIMITS & GOLD AT A GREAT PRICE!
Price (inc. GST):

$265.00

803469

Nominal specifications: $10, Au 99.99%, 1/10 troy oz, 17.53 mm, proof, 2500, V. Gottwald

2011 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Rabbits are clever when it comes to money. If that sounds like you,
then this is another coin to add to your silver proof collection. The
stunning mirror finish, pure silver and the symbolic red case combine
to provide a brilliant coin that recognises your expressiveness and
sense of refinement.
Price (inc. GST):

$45.00

809103

Nominal specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, proof, 10 000, V. Gottwald

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
These coins remain popular with collectors of all ages and
nationalities and for good reason. The low price is great for anyone
starting or adding to a collection and it is a perfect gift idea for those
celebrating new births and christenings in 2011 too.
Price (inc. GST):

$12.95

803467

Nominal specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, V. Gottwald
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AUSTRALIAN WOOL
2011 Two Coin Year Sets
Australia is one of the world’s largest wool-producing countries
accounting for one quarter of the world's wool production. Australia also
produces the world's highest quality woollen fibre – Australian merino
wool. All of this has been achieved in just over 200 years.
These coins are designed by world renowned sculptor Vladimir Gottwald
and capture the importance of wool in Australia’s economic and
cultural development from Australia’s humble beginnings to today.
The $1 coin features an Australian shearer hard at work against
the textured background which represents the fleece. The 20c coin
foreground design depicts a wagon wheel with a background of images
illustrating the Australian story of wool production.
Available in proof or uncirculated finishes and housed in themed
packaging, these coins are a fitting tribute to Australian wool,
the foundation of our burgeoning economy which led to the phrase
‘riding on the sheep’s back’.

2011 Two Coin Proof Set
Price (inc.GST):

$45.00

210013

2011 Two Coin Uncirculated Set
Price (inc. GST):

$15.00

310011

Nominal specifications:
Denomination
Mass (g)
Diameter (mm)
Metal

20c
11.30
28.52
Cupro Nickel

$1
9.00
25.00
Al/Bronze
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2011 YEAR SETS
The perfect way to get into coins, or to rekindle a long lost hobby,
is to start collecting year sets.

2011 Six Coin
Proof Set

The set includes the six circulating denominations and is available
in proof or uncirculated finish. This set is the perfect way to celebrate
a birthday, anniversary or special milestone in 2011.

2011 Six Coin Proof Set
Price (inc GST): $120.00 210006
2011 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
Price (inc. GST): $30.00 310006
2011 Six Coin
Uncirculated Set

Nominal specifications: Visit www.ramint.gov.au for nominal specifications.

Between 1951 and 1972, a total of 287000 young Australian men
were called up in two separate schemes for compulsory training
in the Navy, Army and Air Force. Of them, 212 died in active service
in Borneo and Vietnam.

2011 Uncirculated 50c Coin
This coin recognises the vital role and contribution made by
National Servicemen in Australia’s history and will become a
proud addition to the Royal Australian Mint's past military
themed coin releases.
Price (inc GST):

$8.95

803414

Nominal specifications: 50c, Cu/Nickel, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, Royal Australian Mint designers
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2011 20c Uncirculated Coin
History shows that the Ashes Series is always a hard fought contest
and what better way to have a lasting memory of some of the most
exciting test cricket seen in Australia by a visiting English team.
From the themed coin-in-card packaging to the innovative obverse
and reverse coin design that creates the illusion of a six-stitcher
cricket ball, this is a coin that has certainly hit collectors for six.
Still available for a limited time before the umpires call “SOLD OUT”.
Act quickly to add it to your coin team today.
Price (inc. GST):

$6.95

310013

Nominal Specifications: 20c, Cu/Nickel, 11.3 g, 28.52 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, W. Pietranik

Since its humble beginnings in 1861, the Melbourne Cup has grown
to become one of the biggest annual sporting events in Australia and
one of the most prestigious horse races in the world.

2010 50c Uncirculated Coin
This cupro/nickel uncirculated 50c coin-in-card captures the pivotal
moment of riders and horses crossing the winning post. A great way
to mark the longevity of the ‘race that stops a nation’ with a coin that
is destined to be a winner in any collection.
The only official and ‘Cup’ souvenir coin endorsed by the
Victoria Racing Club.
Price (inc. GST):

$8.95

803420

Nominal specifications: 50c, Cu/Nickel, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, uncirculated, unlimited, W. Pietranik
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2011 Australian
Wedding Coin Collection
Whether you are looking for a suitable gift for an upcoming wedding
or adding this 2011 coin set to your yearly collection, you cannot go
past these six Australian coins in a stunning proof finish.
The beautiful leatherette case, individually encapsulated coins and
a silver plaque to inscribe your own personal message will add your
personal touch to modern and cultural practices of giving money.
This product has created a perennial favourite amongst collectors
seeking an exclusive opportunity of owning a low mintage
proof year set.
Price (inc. GST):

$120.00

210008

Nominal specifications:
Finish
Proof
Proof
Metal
Cupro Nickel
Al/Bronze
___________________________________________________________________
Denomination
5c
10c
20c
50c
$1
$2
Mass (g)
2.83
5.65
11.30
15.55
9.00
6.60
Diameter (mm)
19.41
23.60
28.52
31.51
25.00
20.50
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Blinky Bill, the mischievous koala, has been a long time favourite with
Australian readers and audiences since his first appearance in 1933.
In 2011 Blinky Bill makes his final appearance on our six coin baby sets.

2011 Blinky Bill
Medallion

What makes these sets so special?
First appearing in 1993, thousands of Australian babies now have a
permanent reminder of their year of birth and coin collectors have
a distinctive year set of coins.
A themed medallion (which can be engraved) makes these sets a
stand-out gift for new parents or those proud grandparents looking
for something special for that new family member. In 2010 the
proof sets sold out, making them a highly sought-after collectible.
In fact some baby sets are now worth several times their original
purchase price. Consult your local coin dealer for a valuation.

2011 Australian Baby Proof Coin Set
This set includes a 40 mm pad printed Blinky Bill medallion and all six
standard 2011 Australian circulating coin designs. A stunning proof finish
combined with a leatherette case and brightly themed packaging makes
it a perfect gift for the newborn or as a unique collectible from 2011.
Price (inc. GST):

$145.00

210007

2011 Australian Baby Uncirculated Coin Set

2011 $1 Uncirculated
Dorothy Wall coin

Included in this set is a unique $1 coin featuring Blinky Bill creator
Dorothy Wall as well as a pad printed medallion and the 5c, 10c, 20c,
50c and $2 uncirculated coins. Now you have a set of Australian coins
fit for a new prince or princess.
Price (inc. GST):

$35.00

310007

Nominal Specifications: Visit www.ramint.gov.au for nominal specifications.
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australian pre-decimal and
These exclusive coin and note sets were privately commissioned by
the Royal Australian Mint (from the Reserve Bank and Commonwealth
Bank of Australia). All notes and coins are authentic Australian
currency of fine and very fine collectible quality. A guarantee and
information on the age, signature and grading of each individual note
and coin is included with each set. Notes used vary for each frame.

The Australian Pre-Decimal Currency
Queen Elizabeth II Trio Framed Note Set
This set contains the increasingly hard to get Queen Elizabeth II
10 Shilling, £1 and £5 linen notes. All notes are original Australian
pre-decimal currency of a collectible standard and grading issued
from 1953 to 1966.
Australian Price (inc. GST):

$440.00

9915983

Note condition: Fine, very fine. Nominal frame size: 335 mm x 570 mm.

Queen Elizabeth II, 10 Shilling note
The old 10 shilling note, the most remembered and collected
bank note in Australia in recent years.
Australian Price (inc. GST):

$135.00

9915980

Note condition: Fine, very fine. Nominal frame size: 290 mm x 305 mm.

Queen Elizabeth II, £1 note
This contains the increasingly valuable and hard to get original Australian
pre-decimal Queen Elizabeth II £1 note. The light green colour and
size was kept and used for the $2 note to allow an easy transition from
pennies, shillings and pounds to dollars and cents in 1966.
Australian Price (inc. GST):

$135.00

9915979

Note condition: Fine, very fine. Nominal frame size: 290 mm x 305 mm.
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decimal currency series
Australian Decimal Currency
$1 Series Framed Set
This set contains an original Australian uncirculated 1982 Johnston
and Stone signed paper note designed by Gordon Andrews and
an uncirculated Australian $1 coin, which replaced the
$1 note in 1984.
Price (inc. GST):

$65.00

9915974

Note condition: Uncirculated. Nominal frame size: 290 mm x 305 mm.

Australian Decimal Currency
$2 Series Framed Set
Containing an original Australian uncirculated 1985 Johnston
and Fraser signed $2 paper note designed by Gordon Andrews
and an uncirculated Australian $2 coin.
Price (inc. GST):

$70.00

9915976

Note condition: Uncirculated. Nominal frame size: 290 mm x 305 mm.

Australian Decimal Currency
$1, $2 & $5 Framed Set
This montage of Australian decimal currency contains original
Australian uncirculated $1, $2 and $5 paper notes – all designed
by Gordon Andrews – released from 1966 onwards replacing the
imperial pre-decimal type designs. Also included are uncirculated
Australian $1 and $2 coins.
Australian Price (inc. GST):

$150.00

9915977

Note condition: A/Uncirculated, Uncirculated. Nominal frame size: 285 mm x 575 mm.

TO SEE LARGER IMAGES OF ALL PRODUCTS, VISIT OUR WEBSITE.
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what you might have missed…
Here are a range of coins we have released over the last six months that
you may have missed or you may like to reorder. These coins are coming
to the end of their cycle and will soon disappear from the Mint Issue and
our website and will then only be available from your nearest coin dealer.
Don’t delay. Order now to avoid disappointment.
Please use the separate 'Complete Your Collection' order form included with this Mint Issue to order these coins.

2010 Six Coin Year Set

SO
LD

OU

T

2010 Australia Day

Six Coin Proof Set
Price (inc GST):

50c Selectively Gold Plated Proof Coin

Six Coin Uncirculated Set

$120.00

803380

Price (inc GST):

$30.00

802970

$85.00

802356

2010 Australia Remembers

SO

LD

OU

T

2010 Mintmark – 100 Year of Australian Coinage

Price (inc GST):

$1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark Coin
Price (inc GST):
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$45.00

802640

$1 Uncirculated Privy Mark Four Coin Set
Price (inc GST):

$15.00

803483

20c Uncirculated Coin
Price (inc GST):

$6.95

803451
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complete your collection
2010 Fine Silver Year Set

2010 Gold Proof Set

Exclusive
Australian Effigy
of Queen Elizabeth II
featured on all six
coins in this set.

Price (inc GST):

$295.00

802281

$6,995.00

803400

2010 Uncirculated Australian Baby Coin Set – Blinky Bill

SO
LD

OU

T

2010 Inspirational Australians – Fred Hollows

Price (inc GST):

$1 Uncirculated Coin
Price (inc GST):

$12.95

803416

$35.00

802971

2010 Australian Wedding Coin Collection

SO

LD

OU

T

2010 Centenary of Australian Taxation Office

Price (inc GST):

20c Rolled Circulating Coin
Price (inc GST):

$14.00

803424

Price (inc GST):

$120.00

802390
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what you might have missed…
2010 Lunar Series – Year of the Tiger
$1 Silver Proof Coin
Price (inc GST):

$45.00

809101

$1 Uncirculated Coin
Price (inc GST):

$12.95

802398

2010 Little Dinkums
$5 Gold Proof Coin – Tinga Tasmanian Devil
Price (inc GST):

$95.00

802152

$5 Gold Proof Coin – Kato Cockatoo
Price (inc GST):

$95.00

802150

2011 Kangaroo Series
$1 Silver Proof Coin
Price (inc GST):

$65.00

803463

$1 Silver Frosted Uncirculated Coin
Price (inc GST):

$50.00

803460

2010 Masterpieces in Silver
$5 Silver Proof Two Coin Set
S.25 Sandringham & Boeing 747™
Price (inc GST):
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$130.00

801977
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complete your collection
Australia Post Philatelic Numismatic Covers

2010/11 The Ashes

2010 Australia Remembers – Lost Soldiers of Fromelles

2011 20c Coin. 50c (2005) & 60c (2010) Stamp PNC
Price (inc GST):

$19.95

801398

20c Coin and 60c Stamp PNC
Price (inc GST):

$14.95

9910867

2010 Centenary of Girl Guides

2011 60th Anniversary of Australian National Service

$1 Coin and 60c Stamp PNC

50c Coin and 60c Stamp PNC

Price (inc GST):

$14.95

9910865

Price (inc GST):

$14.95

801369

2010 Australia Post Bicentenary Two Coin Set
$5 Silver Proof Pad Printed Coin and $1 Al/Br Uncirculated Coin
Price (inc GST):

$119.95

802519
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off the presses
Education at the Mint
Education on the web
The Mint has recently launched an
Education Section on its website which also
introduces the Coin Scene Investigators
who will be helping students around the
country learn about coins and the Mint.
Downloadable fact sheets and activities are
available to make learning about coins fun
and interesting.

Meet our new team

of

Coin Scene
Investigators!

Education in the Gallery
The Mint has recently engaged two gallery
guides. These guides will be present in the
gallery, Monday to Friday, and are happy to
answer any questions you may have about
Australian numismatic history or the coins
on display. Feel free to have a chat.

Coin Shows
ANDA Perth
We always enjoy having a presence at
this ANDA show in Perth as it is a fantastic
opportunity for the Mint to reacquaint
themselves with all those tremendous
and very welcoming folk from the west.
We had a busy time and the mobile
press certainly stole the limelight with
many queuing to purchase our exclusive
$1 counterstamp coin.
The next ANDA show will be held
in Brisbane on 21–22 May 2011 and
once again the mobile press will be in
attendance. We hope that many collectors
from the district will be present.
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Coin News –
Terms & Conditions

2011 $10 ‘C’ Mintmark Gold
Proof Coin – Ram's Head Dollar

2011 Made to Order Coin
Zuytdorp Shipwreck

Order Information

•

The Made to Order Coin is only
available direct from the Mint via
the order form accompanying this
Mint Issue.

•

Orders must be received by
31 March 2011.

•

Fax to +61 2 6202 6953 or

•

Mail to Royal Australian Mint,
Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604.

•

No phone or internet orders will be
taken, but orders can be hand delivered
to the Mint Coin Shop.

ZZuytdorp
uytdorp
SHIPWRECK

Those collectors wishing to take part in
the ballot need to note the following
important information:
•

Limit of one (1) gold coin ballot per
customer number.

•

Ballot forms must be returned by mail
marked ‘BALLOT’ to Locked Bag 31,
Kingston ACT 2600 by close of business
on Thursday 31 March 2011 and in a
separate envelope to your March
Mint Issue order forms.

•

The draw will take place on Monday
4 April 2011 at the Royal Australian Mint,
Denison Street, Deakin ACT 2600.

•

Product mintage is 2500.

•

Successful customers drawn from
the ballot will be notified by email.

•

Please do not phone the Royal
Australian Mint to enquire about
your ballot arrival.

•

Only original ballot forms will
be accepted. No photocopies will
be accepted. All invalid ballot forms
will be disqualified.
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RAM’S HEAD DOLLAR
2011 'C' Mintmark Coin
Gold Coin Ballot
2011 $10 Gold Proof Coin
To truly appreciate the prominence of this immortal symbol of
Australian pre-decimal numismatic history and its relevance to our
wool industry, you need to own a gold proof version of the powerful
ram’s head design.
This spectacular $10 gold proof coin will be restricted to a low
mintage of 2500.
With the current popularity of the silver proof coin, this coin
will no doubt also become a valuable addition to any ram’s head
coin collection.
Included with this Mint Issue is a ballot form allowing eligible customers
the opportunity to apply. The ballot will be conducted in a similar
format to the annual Kangaroo at Sunset gold coin ballot. Please see
page 23 and the specially marked order form for further details.
Don’t delay, fill in the ballot form and mail to us by 31 March 2011.
Price (inc GST):

$265.00

210017

Nominal specifications: $10, Au 99.99%, 1/10 troy oz, 17.53 mm, proof, 2500, G.K. Gray

Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri AEDST (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
Contact details:

Tel:

© Commonwealth of Australia 2011

N.B – Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated. All new 2011
released products available from the Mint Coin Shop from 9.00 am on 7 March 2011.

